Hello Spring!

I hope you are having a good semester at Western and enjoying the slightly warmer weather. In this newsletter you will find an outline of programs to look forward to in the upcoming months and important information from Housing.

As always if you have questions, concerns or comments about programming and events feel free to email me at platts.programs@uwo.ca.

If you have questions or concerns about the community or your unit (rental info, parking, etc.) contact the Rental Office at (519) 679-4561, email them at platts.lane.estates@uwo.ca or stop by in person at 536 Platt’s Ln.

From,
Sapphire
Your Community Development Leader
March 2019

These are just some of the fun events we have coming up this term. Be sure to check the Facebook group (Platt’s Lane Estates Community) regularly for information and to register for upcoming events. The Community Centre Address is 463 Platt’s Ln.

Events are open to all ages unless otherwise specified. Children Events have kid focused programs but require adult supervision.
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Tea and Info Sessions

Drop in for our Tea & Information Sessions and meet other spouses or partners of Western students, and our IESC staff. The Information Sessions will give spouses and partners of international students the opportunity to meet and get to know people, practice their English skills, learn about the Canadian culture, share knowledge, culture, and skills, as well as discuss topics related to international families and living in Canada.

Contact info:
International and Exchange Student Centre
iesc@uwo.ca
519-661-2111 ext. 89309

Looking to join a club or group?

Western has a wide variety of clubs and associations to belong to. Join over 9,500 other students in one of 180 different clubs on campus, meet friends and try something new.

If you are interested in joining a club click on this link or search clubs and associations Western.

A Message from Housing

Looking for a safe place to dispose of old electronics and batteries? The laundry room at Platt's Lane now has an electronic recycle bin to safely dispose of your electronics! The laundry room is also supplied with a disposal site to throw away used batteries. Facilities Management has provided 3 new battery recycling pails (with pictures that show the various types of batteries for each container - rechargeable, alkaline, and electronic).

If you notice the garbage bin outside is full, please do not to pile things in front of the bin. If there is garbage in front of the bins the drivers can’t collect the garbage from the bins. If the bin closest to you is full please go to the next closest bin or wait until the bin has been emptied to put your garbage in.

Thanks for reading Happy Spring!